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Cyperion 1 For maximum data security.
Our response to the global threat of cyber attacks.

Highest data security through security-by-design
In contrast to conventional security solutions (e.g. firewalls, antivirus software) Cyperion®1 is a patented highly 

secure and compact multi-computer system which includes a hardware-based high security concept.  

Three physically separated computer systems with different security levels in one device allow a strict separation 

of „secure“ and „normal“ work.

Red area:
Normal security level 

 Connection to company network or intranet

 No connection to the internet

 Data from the Internet can be edited

 Protection through network without Internet

 Functionality and handling  

 like „Standard“-PC

 Internet access possible

 Standard protection via conventional 

 antivirus software

Maximum data protection by hardware

manual control unit
„Cyperion®-Switch“

    Connection exclusively to other green areas

    No access to the Internet

    Generating/editing of highly secure data

    Encrypted data filing (secure storage) from other areas

Green area: 
High security level

Yellow area:
Increased security level 
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Cyperion®1 is equipped with three Intel i7-processors resp. 
AMD Ryzen™ thereby offers concentrated computing power 
in a compact and elegant design.

Security level

 The red area is equivalent to a standard PC. Access to the Internet exists and the office work can be done   

 regularly. With firewalls or antivirus software it is possible to increase the security of the area, additionally.

 Networking with other PCs in the „red area” is possible.

 In the yellow area, the next higher security level, the connection to a company network or intranet 

 without access to the Internet is intended. This eliminates the risk of attacks from the Internet, because   

 regular malware, such as Trojans or tools with backdoors, cannot use a direct reverse channel to access the   

 internet in order to download malware from the World Wide Web.

 The green area is used for handling highly sensitive data and can only be linked with other green areas of   

 Cyperion®1 systems. The data created or filed are highly secure. Exclusively the user determines which data is 

 changed or leaves the area. All data transferred to the green area are saved in encrypted form, making it   

 impossible for malware or viruses to infect the area. Encrypted data can be retransmitted to the red or yellow  

 area at any time and thus can be made editable again.

Separate USB3 and Ethernet ports are available for each of the three areas of the Cyperion®1. This ensures  

maximum flexibility and allows complete separation on network- and also on device level. 

Devices such as the mouse, keyboard or touch pens are connected via four USB ports and are switched to the  

selected area, as well as the video signal.

Via the „Cyperion®-Toolbox“, the data can be trans-

ferred arbitrarily and conveniently between the three 

areas. Using Drag&Drop, the data is transferred to a kind 

of „Outbox“. By selecting the target area via the manual 

control unit, the so-called „Cyperion®-Switch“, the data 

is subsequently transmitted to the selected „Inbox“ and 

processed accordingly in this area.

How it works

Cyperion®1 consists of three three physically separated 

areas of different security levels in one device. 

Cyperion®1 signalizes the area currently active by the 

appropriate illuminated lighting strip of the computer, 

the desktop wallpaper as well as the illuminated buttons 

of the manual control unit, the so-called “Cyperion®-

Switch”.
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Application

When handling correctly, the computer system Cyperion®1 offers with a hardware-based physical  

separation a unique solution to move freely on the Internet with only one device without exposing  

sensitive data to the risk of e.g. hackers or viruses.

For exclusive groups, such as management, board of directors or R&D department, highly secure  

subnetworks can be created quickly and easily with only one Cyperion®1 system, in order to protect  

sensitive data from the unauthorized access of third parties – in particular in view of  the constantly  

increasing cybercrime.

Networking of several PCs in the
highly secure area

For maximum data security.
Our response to the global threat of cyber attacks.
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